Abstract. The coarse tracking system of compound axis control system has been determined. But the deep understanding of the coarse tracking system can only be analyzed by the measured operation data. Thus the linear model of the coarse tracking system can be identified only by the measured data. In this paper, we put forward the zero order, first order and second order differential treatment of the measured operation input and output data. By comparing the dynamic indexes of the unit step response of the identification model , the minimum error function and the simulation error, the best matching model is the second order system and second order difference.
Introduction
Optoelectronic tracking technology has been widely used in many fields, such as scientific research, precision measurement aerospace. And put forward more and more high request [1] .Compound axis control system can meet the requirements.
Compound axis control system is a follow-up system, which is used to reduce the difference between the target direction and the tracking axis [2] , it can greatly improve the tracking precision and response frequency of the photoelectric tracking system. Compound axis control system is composed of two main track frame and adjustable mirror (Fast Steering Mirrior, FSM) tracking structure of two axis is mounted on it [3] .Therefore Compound axis control system is usually composed of two control systems,that are low bandwidth coarse tracking system and high bandwidth precision tracking system . As is shown in Fig. 1 [4] .The coarse tracking system has a larger working range and the precise tracking system has a small working range. 
Analysis of the Measured Operation Data and Multiple Difference
Because the input and output data for coarse tracking system identification is the measured operation data, as is shown in Fig. 2 .The input and output data is slow changing signal. From the point of view of identification, the measured operation input and output data can not fully excite the system, Therefore the precision of identification model is not high. Fig. 2 The measured operation data Thus we put forward a kind of solution that the measured operation data is processed by multiple difference.after multiple difference, the input and ouput data is changed into excitation signals,The system model can be fully excited. We can improve the precision of the identification model.
Identification Results of Multiple Difference
Model Identification and Indexes Calculation. We identificate the parameters of coarse tracking system of the compound axis control system.We can only see a sinusoidal and asymmetry line in Fig. 2 , This is because the input and output data is similar under the coordinate axis. Now we draw the input and output error, as is shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 The error of the measured input and output data We assume the closed loop transfer function mode as the second order system of coarse tracking system of the compound axis control system. As is shown in Eq. 1. (
b are identification parameters. We can use the least squares method to identify the above parameters and to do the zero order, first order and second order difference of the measured operation of the input and output data.
The second order system and zero order difference:
The transfer function of the closed loop discrete system is: 2 0.060880.01728 () 1.940.9838
The transfer function of the closed loop continuous system is: 
According to the minimum error function formula,
, J is the value of the minimum error function, Y is output observation data,U is the input observation data,θ is parameter estimation.
We can calculate the value of the minimum error:
The second order system and first order difference:
The transfer function of the closed loop discrete system is: 
The value of the minimum error: 
The second order system and second order difference:
The value of the minimum error : 
We carry out the unit step response of the closed loop continuous transfer function. As is shown in Fig. 4 . 
The unit step response of the identification models is shown in Fig. 5 . We calculate the dynamic indexes of unit step response of each model:
The rise time r t , adjusting time s t and the overshoot % σ of unit step response are ：
The second order system and zero order difference: as is shown in Eq. 14. 
The second order system and second order difference: Because the second order difference step response of the second order system is monotonic increasing curve, there is no overshoot, Only concerned about its adjusting time. As is shown in Eq. 16.
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Simulation Error Calculation
We use the measured input data as the input of the identification model for simulation compared with the measured operation output data. As is shown in Fig. 6 . 
The second order system and first order difference : 2 1 σ is shown in Eq. 18. 24 1 4.420*10 σ = .
The second order system and second order difference: 2 2 σ is shown in Eq. 19. 
Evaluation of Identification Results
By least squares method, we identify the closed loop transfer function of the coarse tracking system of the compound axis control system. By means of differential operation of the measured operation input and output data,we obtain three second order systems, By comparing the dynamic indexes of the unit step response,such as rise time r t , adjusting time s t , and overshoot % σ . And by comparing the minimum error function J , last we use the measured input data as the input of the identification model for simulation,and calculate the simulation error. For mathematical model of the second order difference of the second order system, although its simulation error is larger than mathematical model of the first order difference of the second order system, in other indexes , the second order difference model is more advantageous than the first order difference model. Thus the best closed-loop transfer function is the model of the second order difference of the second order system.Therefore the best mathematical model of the coarse tracking system of the compound axis control system is Eq. 11 and Eq. 12.
Conclusions
Through multiple difference operation of the measured operation data, we can identificate the linear part of the coarse tracking system. It turns out that multiple difference does help to identify more accurate mathematical model. Thus from Fig. 6 , the simulation curve of the second order difference and the second order system and the curve of actual output match well. From Fig. 3 , There are nonlinear factors in the coarse tracking system. The identification is only for the linear part of the coarse tracking system. As for the nonlinear part, we will study the factors in the future.
